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and quadratically
proportional
to the flow
velocity.
Therefore,
increasing
the conductivity
and velocity results in a more
compact, and hence less costly system.
MHD energy conversion
concepts have
traditionally
utilized
thermal
ionization
processes to enhance the electrical conductivity of the flow. Since the expansion process used to accelerate the flow as it enters
the MHD channel results in a decrease in
static temperature,
an optimum Mach number exists which balances the reduction in
conductivity
and increase in flow velocity
associated with lowering the static temperature.
As a result, the generator
power
density is limited by the temperature
dependence of the ionization process.
In order to reduce the effect of the static
temperature
on the power density, nonthermal
ionization
processes
have been
considered.
The process of interest here is
nuclear-induced
ionization, also referred to
as neutron-induced
ionization.
This process
utilizes the interaction between the neutron
flux of a nuclear reactor and a neutron absorbing species in the MHD flow to enhance
the electrical conductivity.
The neutron absorption process results in the production of
high energy ionized
nuclear
fragments.
The kinetic energy of these fragments
is
transferred
to the flow through collisions
with the bulk constituent
atoms which results in excitation and ionization processes.
Since the ionization process is not based on
thermal collision processes, the static temperature of the flow is not as significant.
One such flow consists of a mixture of
~He and ~He. The 3He interacts
with the
neutron flux through the 3He(n,p)T interaction. The proton and triton produced in
the interaction have approximately
760 keV
kinetic energy.
Transfer of this energy to
the bulk fluid produces on the order of 1W
ionization’s per (n,p) reaction. As a result, a
population
of free electrons
forms which
enhances the electrical conductivity.
The concept of nuclear-driven
MIID energy conversion using a 3fIc/q11c Ilow was

The continual
need foi more efficient
energy conversion
techniques
for space.
sea, and terrestrial
systems has renewed
interest in nuclear-driven
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) energy conversion.
The
concept
of nuclear-driven
MHD energy
conversion
utilizes a flow seeded with a
neutron absorbing species. The energy released in neutron absorption or fission processes is used to ionize the flow and enhance
electrical conductivity.
Research into the
use of 3He/+He mixtures in the 1960’s and
1970’s suggested the enhancement
is insufficient for MHD purposes.
However, new
calculations suggest a region of conditions
not previously
considered
may provide
significant
enhancement.
conductivity
Specifically, at densities less than standard
atmospheric
density
and neutron
flux
greater
than lx IO] 2 /cm~s, conductivity
greater than 10 mho/m may be achievable.
These calculations also suggest conductivity’s of severa! hundred mho/m may be possible for an achievable range of conditions.
Additionally,
the nuclear-induced
conductivity is strongly density dependent
and
weakly temperature
dependent.
Therefore,
higher flow velocities,
and hence higher
power densities than those used in traditional MHD channels utilizing thermal ionization are possible.
In order to confirm
these promising calculations, a series of experiments has been proposed.

The power density of a typical magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) generator is linearly
proportional
to the electrical conductivity
●
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studies. ‘I-wwinvestigations arc of particular
importance,
the helium afterglow kinetic
model dcvehped by Deloche, et al.h, and the
two temperature
model of nuclear-induced
ionization in helium developed by Watanabe, et al. s
The model described here consists of two
primary
components,
the kinetic model
which describes the behavior of the species
densities, and the conductivity model which
uses the results of the kinetic model to calThe
culate the electrical
conductivity.
model makes several assumptions.
First, the
free electron
temperature
is assumed
greater than or equal to the bulk temperature and the ion temperatures
are assumed
equal to the tempel-ature
of the bulk gas.
Second,
charge
neutrality
is assumed.
Third, diffusion processes are assumed to be
ambipolar.
Fourth, the bulk density of the
Skie and +He is assumed constant.
Fifth, the
degree of ionization
is assumed approximately less tnan 10-s. Sixth, only atomic and
diatomic
helium species are considered.
These assumptions are consistent with previous analysessob and should be valid for the
range of conditions considered here.
.
.
The ~

first experimentally
studied by a group ]wui
by J. Rraunl at AB Atomenergi
(ABA) in
!hveden from the mid- 1960’s to the 1970’s.
This research considered
~tIe with a temperature ranging from 300 K to 1600 K and
density ranging from 1/4 to 1 times standard atmospheric density2”4. The maximum
neutron flux considered
was 1011 /cm2s.
Based cm the measurement
of the electrical
conductivity
for this limited range of conditions, the investigators concluded the nuclear-induced
conductivity
enhancement
in
pure ~He was insufficient to be valuable for
The
AB
MHD energy
conversion.
Atomenergi
research remains to date the
most extensive experimental
study of conductivity enhancement
in ‘He by neutron
interaction.
Shortly after the work at AB Atomenergi
began, a group at the University of Florida
lead by W. Ellis began similar work which
has continued
sporadically
to dale with
A second groups at the
similar results’.
llniversity
of Florida associated
with the
Nuclear
Space
Power and
Innovative
Propulsion Institute (INSPI) began related
studies in the 1980’s.
The conclusion of the AB Atomenergi
work and the similar results of the other
related projects would seem to discourage
further study of the concept, however, new
calculations
show there exists a region of
thermodynamic
and neutron flux conditions
which may result in signi~lcant conductivity enhancement.
This paper reports on the
results of these calculations and describes a
set of experiments
being proposed to confirm the results. First, the kinetic and ccmductivity models used for the calculations
are described. Next, the results of these calculations are discussed including implications for N1}IDgenerator and nuclear cycle
Finally, a proposed set of experidesign.
ments aimed at confirming these results is
described.

The kinetic model consists of a set of six
nonlinear differential
equations which describe the time rate of change of the particle density of He+, He2+, He”, Hez”, and e, and
the time rate of change of the electron temperature.
The superscript asterisk denotes a
neutral species in an excited state. Though
many excited states are possible, this model
includes all states in one density expression
for a given species. The six model equations
are very similar
to those derived
by
De.loche, et al. b,and Watanabe, et al.s
The processes included in the model are:
primary collisions with nuclear fragments,

M@~

He+nf+He++e+nf

(1)

He+

(~)

nf *

tie” + nf

atomic ion radiative, electron-assisted
three
body, and neutral-assisted
three body recombination to the ground state,

In order to determine the expected degree of nuclear-induced
conductivity
cnhanccmcnt in ~Hc/q}{e mixtures, a model of
the processes inwlvcd
is necessary.
The
model developed here is based on work in
related art:as of reseilrch including afterglow kinc[ics, nu~-lear-~umpw.l laser kinetics, and other nuclear-induced
ionization
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and to an excited state,
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[8)
Hv” +t + Ht’+ HtI” + Hts
molecular ion radiative, dissociative,
electron-assisted
three body. and neutral-assisted three bod>r recombini~tion,
(9)
Hel” +e+
Hez” +hv
(10)
He:+ +e - He” + He
Hel++e+

e+

Hel” +tI+

HtJ+
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atomic conversion,
He+ +He+Ht

+Htz+

Ht* + He+ He+
metastable collisions,

+He

Hel* + HtI

(13)
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(15)
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+

He” + Hez” + He’ + 2He +e
HtI” + Hez” -+ HtJ1” + He +e

(19]
(20)

and superelastic collisions,
(21]
(22]
Each interaction has an associated term
in the model equations which includes a
The values used for the
rate coefficient.
rate coefficients
and associated
data are
those found in previous analyses, especially
the analysis of Deloche, et al.b These values
have been used extensively for a wide range
of parameters with fairly good results.
In addition
to interactions
between
species in the gas, the effects of external
influences are also included in the model
equations.
The most significant effect is the
ionization source term resulting from the
The source term is
‘He(n, p)T interaction.
included in the model equations,
specifically the rate equations for He+ and He*,
through the terms for the primary collision
processes, (1) and (2).
A second external influence consistent
with MHD energy conversion is [he effect
on electron temperature
due to Joule heating. The energy input to the free electron
population
from Joule heating has been
shown to be beneficial to the enhancement
of the electrical conductivity.
Therefore,
(he electron temperature
equation includes
an appropriate term. ilowmwr, all calculations discussed in this report arc for a static
volume of gas with no external I“ields, there!orc, these calculations do not reflect any
effects associated with joule heating.
He”+e+He+e

Hez”+e+2He+e

Oncc the species densities ha”~e been calculated, the electrical conductivity
can be
cahndateu.
The model of electrical conductivity used here is based on the model proposed by Lin, et al.~ The conductivity is assumed to consist of two components.
The
first component is associated with collisions
between electrons and neutral species. The
second component is associated with collisions between electrons and ions. Each of
these components represents a resistance to
the flow of electron current similar to a circuit composed of resistors in series. As with
the circuit analysis, the total resistance is
the sum of the individual resistances.
In
terms of the components of the concluctivity, the total conductivity can be written

:=x:+x+

(23)

wher; u~ isrthe conductivity associated with
electron-neutral
collisions
and o,, is the
conductivity
associated with the electronion collisions. The summations are included
because each neutral and iol~ species effects
the conductivity separately.
The electron-neutral
conductivity
can
be calculated using a rigid sphere approximation. Based on the model of conductivity
for a weakly ionized plasma discussed by
Chapman and Cowlingq, the electron-neutral conductivity term is

where n, and nx are the electron and neutral
particle density, respectively,
~ is the electron charge, m is the electron mass, k is
Iloltzmann’s constant, T=is the electron temperature, r,, is the permittivity of free space,
collision
and LJ,, is the electron-neutral
cross section.
The electron-ion
conductivity
term can
be calculate from the expression for a fully
ionized gas developed by Spitzer, et al. 1’)
(25)
where
I 21r(r,,kTc)

A = ———
,lrwe~

v~

l-his expression is applicable
tu a plasma
consisting of singly charged ions which is
consistent with the present analysis.
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The six kinetic model equations
are
solved for the steady state condition by a
computer code, CSOLVE. This code is based
on the code PCD developed by Watanabe, et
al.s The code divides the problem of solving
the kinetic model equations into two steps.
First the five particle density equations are
solved simultaneously
by the NewtonRaphson method. Second, the electron temperature equation is solved by the bisection
method using the calculated particle densities. The new electron temperature
is used
to recalculate the five particle densities.
This iterative procedure is repeated until
the calculated densities and temperature
converge within a specified accuracy. The
densities and electron temperature calculated from the kinetic model are used to calculate the electrical conductivityy using (23),
(24). (25), and (26). The output of CSOLVE
includes a table of values for the five particle densities, electron temperature,
and
electrical conductivity
as a function of
neutron flux.
The accuracy of the code was checked by
comparing calculated values with the results of the experiments of Braun, et aL2”J,
and Ellis, et al.4 Comparison between the
calculated values and the experimental data
was reasonable.
The accuracy of the code
will he further evaluated
by comparison
with the results of the experiments
described below.

+/(”111
‘ ) = 2.45X :()’+11”
(28)
so n“ equal to unity Is standard atmospheric
The solid lines connecting
data
density.
points correspond to a gas temperature of
1500 K at a given neutron flux. The individual points show the range of values of the
conductivity for the range of gas temperatures considered at the given neutron flux.
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Figure 2 shows the predicted variation in
conductivity as a function of gas temperature for a neutron flux of 1x1010 /cm~s.
Again, the calmlated conductivity is plotted
versus relative density. The solid lines show
the behavior of the conductivity for a given
Similar behavior is found
gas temperature.
for all values of neutron flux considered.
Notice the strong density dependence of
the nuclear-induced
conductivity.
The conductivity has a region of maximum value
corresponding
to a small range of density
for a given neutron flux. This maximum is
the result of a b~liln~c between the ri{tc of
ionization find the rate of rcuombiniltion.
At
densities below the maximum, the rale 01
i(mlzatlon
is insull”ic-lent to rnainti~in the

Once the accuracy of the code was established, a series of calculations
were performed to predict the behavior of the conductivity of pure 3Hc over a broader range
of conditions
than previously
considered.
Specifically, the gas temperature
was varied
from 300” K to 2500” K, the gas pressure was
varied Irom 1x10 ~ atm to 416 a[m, and the
neutron Ilux was VilrieLi
from lxlo]() /urnzs
to lxlol~ /cnl%.
I;igure 1 shmvs thu calculated conductivity as a function of gas dunsily.
The gas
clcnsity is rcprmmtm.i by a relative density,
~“. which IS dclincd by
4
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‘I-hc rc~ion of’ parameters
considcrc~i in
the ABA experiments
are shmvn b}’ heav~p
this
r~~i~n
lines in Iigure 1. (kn-paring
wi[h the region of conditions
considered
useful for hltl D energy conversion.
the
conclusions of the earlier work arc understandable.
For the conditions in the upper
left quadrant in Figure 1, very high levels
of conductivity
seem possible, even compared to those achievable
using typical
thermal ionization processes.
For a given neutron flux and density, a
similar enhancement
in conductivity
can
be realized within an order of magnitude,
over the entire range of temperatures
considered in these calculations.
This behavior
is very different
from the temperaturedominated
behavior of thermally-induced
conductivity.
As a result, lower static temperatures, and hence higher flow velocities,
are acceptable
corresponding
to a higher
power density. Though there still exists an
optimum
expansion
for a given neutron
flux, the corresponding
flow velocity
is
greater than those typical in systems using
thermal ionization.
Due to the minimization
of the temperature
dependence of the conductivity
enhancement,
significant
improvement
in the limitations
in power
density are possible compared to traditional
MHD generators using thermal ionization.

MKIK
2.SUJK

wnducti~lly
versus relative density for pure
lempCVatUrC with an appllCd IWUIIW’I
flUX

gas

of 1x I 1)‘(’ ~cm%.

As expected,
the temperature
dependence of the conductivity
is weak. As the
density
approaches
the corresponding
maximum in conductivity,
the temperature
dependence
becomes weaker.
Notice the
maximum conductivity
for a given neutron
flux is approximately
independent
of gas
temperature as shown in Figure 2.
A particularly
interesting
behavior
of
the conductivity is the pivot in the temperatui-e dependence
around the maximum in
conductivity.
At densities
below the maximum, the lower temperatures
are predicted
to result in higher conductivity.
At higher
dcnsilies, thr higher temperatures
result in
higher conductivity.
A typical minimum level of conductivity
useful for hlltfl energy conversion
is 10
mho/m as represented
by the horizontal
line overlaid on Figure 1. The minimum
neutron flux necessary to achieve this Icvel
of conductivity
is lxlol~ /cmzs.
Since the
upper limit in the thermal neutron tlux for
cone-eivable
reactor
designs
is approxirnalcly 1X1017 /cm Js, the vcrlical line at a
re!ativc density ol” 1 rcprcscnts
the maximum density likely to he usd”ul for NII{D energy convcrsi(m.

In order to confirm the results predicted
by the model calculations,
a set of experiments is being designed to measure the
electrical conductivity
of JHe over a wide
range of conditions.
Specifically, the gas
temperature
will range from 300 K to i .500
K, the gas density will range from lx: O ~ to 1
slandard atmospheric density, and tt,e neutron tlux wili range from O to lx 101(’ /cm2s.
In addition to confirming the predicted results, these experiments will also provide a
qualitative measure of the accuracy 01 the
model discussed above.
The behavior of the conductivity will be
measured both directly and indirectly.
A
conductivity
probe similar to lhat used in
the AI] Atomcnergi reseiirch will be used 10
measure the conduc[ivi[y directly using the
prin~-ipi~ls of’ ohm’s law+.
The electron
density and temperature
will also be n]casurmi using a cornl~iniilion of Langmuir
probe and laser inturl”eromctry
techniques.
5

“l-he elwlron
measurements

population
and
will provide

tcmpcrdturc

an indirm-t
means of determining the conductivit~.. The
electron
measurements
will be used [or
comparison
with the conductivity
measurements and the model calculations.
The experimental
apparatus and associated instrumentation
is planned to be built
and
t~sted
at Los Alamos
National
Laboratory. The experiments are planned to
be carried out at the Penn State Breazeale
Reactor facility.
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The described calculation of the conductivity of pure j He over a broad range of
conditions has motivated furthcl study of
the use of nuclear-induced
conductivity
in
hlHD energy conversion schemes.
Due to
the weak temperature
dependence
of the
higher
nuclear-induced
conductivity,
power densities
seem achievable
which
would result in more compact, less expensive hlHD generators.
Also, the achievable
level of conductivity is predicted to be comparable to or better than that possible with
traditional
thermal
ionization
processes.
Combined with the advantage of an inert
MHD flow, nuclear-driven
hlHD cycles using
~He flows may have significant advantages
over traditional
hlHD cycles using thermal
These advantages include more
ionization.
compact
generators
for a given output
power,
simpler
flow handling
systems,
lcmger lifetime, and lower cost.
As a result of these motivating factors, a
series of experiments have been proposed m
measure the actual nuclear-induced
conductivity enhancement
ill pure sHe. The results of these experiments
will provide a
baseline of information which will give direction to further analysis.
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